I am a brown skinned woman, of West African Bantu,
Indigenous South American and European ancestry. I was
born on Charrúa Land, Montevideo, Uruguay and migrated
to Australia in 1986. The process of making for me
opens a space to my ancestral lineages and related
Indigenous ways of being and knowing that is also
dependent on an active and reciprocal relationship to
nature/land.
My art practice is therefore indivisible from my
spiritual practice, my ancestral connections and my
navigating this world as a woman of colour. My personal
journey often mirrors the collective human journey we
find ourselves in to be in right-relationship with
ourselves, the communities we are part of and our
environment.

honouring the lands
I live and work on Gadigal Land of the Eora Nation and
this workshop + exhibition takes place on Cabrogal
Land of the Darug Nation. I acknowledge the people of
the Darug and Eora Nations, the Traditional Custodians
of these lands, whose cultures are among the oldest
living cultures in human history. Sovereignty was never
ceded. I pay my respects to the Spirits of the Land,
the Elders, past, present and future. Always was,
always will be.
We also honour the diverse lands that we have come
from, the lineages within us and the herstories that
have birthed and re-birthed us to meet here at this
time and in this place.

Kuña/
Womxn

about me

Kuña/kuñatai/kuñakarai is the Tupi-Guarani word for woman/
womxn/young woman/senior woman. I grew up hearing my dad
calling my mum’s sister Teresa “kuñatai”. Growing up I was
very close to Tia Tere and we continue to be close despite
the distance - she lives in Uruguay. As a child, she was
like a grandmother to me and a mother to my mother. My
maternal grandmother Celia had passed away when my mother
was in her late teens and they had a difficult relationship.
My mother is the youngest of twelve siblings and although I
knew of and connected to my mum’s brother Nelson and some of
her other sisters, Tia Julia, Tia Nilda and Tia Ñata, it was
Tia Tere who I was closest to. I recently started to learn
Guarani and I asked my dad why he called Tia Tere “kuñatai”.
I suspected it was because sister-in-law in Spanish is
cuñada a very similar sounding word. He shrugged and said he
only used “kuñatai” for Tere because she looked like a
typical Guarani woman from Paraguay. Although I am very much
my mother’s daughter, in terms of stature and body shape I
share significant similarities with my aunt. My mother is
tall and slender whereas Tere and I are not so tall and have
these distinctive and particularly wide hips like the 10th
century BC Tlatilco ceramic figurines. Tere and I also
happen to share a love of art making and crafting.

interconnected cycles of creativity/creation, destruction,
rebirth, the cosmos, the impact of the spiritual on the
physical/material and vice versa. The works are very much
authored from the intersecting lineages of my origin. You
will find repeated visual references to circular forms,
spirals and loops in multiple colours and textures. Hybrid
animal and human forms, mask like faces, eyes, organs and
cell like structures also feature, often times overlapping
or “suspended” in connective fibres. Works are dressed and
adorned with beads, reclaimed lace and fibre charms.

Most people might call it drawing a long bow, finding
meaning and connection between these tenuous family
anecdotes, names, memories and references. But for me, these
small details, the easily dismissed or overlooked are the
trail of breadcrumbs leading me back to myself and my
purpose. The starting point for this exhibition was the
connections between women in my family and the recurring
patterns arising from our intergenerational gifts, talents
and wounds. I could not begin to unpack the personal without
also looking at the collective and cultural concepts of
womxn and the various roles womxn embody within family and
the community.

Each time I visit the site in and around Bankstown Arts
Centre I sense the wugan (ravens) and wilbung (magpies)
first, closely followed by the trees and the ceremony deep
underground. Perhaps it is the Àjé etched in my bones,
alerting me to be respectful because mother’s eyes are on
me.

My intention with this exhibition has been to create a
portal, a place to reflect and (re)imagine. The concept of
Kuña/Womxn here is presented as the interplay of both
feminine and masculine energy, able to transform, recreate,
regenerate and transmute. The body is a living archive, both
spirit and physical. The central themes of the work are the

What does acknowledging and tending to both the wisdoms and
the wounds, the feminine and masculine within you look and
feel like?

I am very grateful for the opportunity and feel privileged
to bring my work into this space. Particularly during the
month of March, coinciding with International Women’s Day
2021 and We are the Mainstream’s symposium exclusively
for First Nations, Women of Colour and Gender Diverse People
of Colour this year titled “ain’t I a woman?”

Paula do Prado, March 2021.

REFERENCES/READING LIST
Additional articles, references and other sources that
nourished me through preparing for this exhibition or that
are on my reference/reading list.
READ
Tlatilco Female Figure, 10th century B.C.
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/313189?
searchField=All&amp;sortBy=Relevance&amp;ft=Tlatilco&amp;off
set=0&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=8
The Architects of Existence : Aje in Yoruba Cosmology,
Ontology, and Orature by Teresa N Washington
Sacred Woman: A Guide to Healing the Feminine Body, Mind and
Spirit by Queen Afua

My Body, My Home:A Radical Guide to Resilience and Belonging
by Victoria Emanuela, Caitlin Metz @onbeinginyourbody
My feminism by Maxine Beneba Clarke
https://www.vwt.org.au/my-feminism/
LISTEN
Healing is Happening: Abandonment in sisterhood by Ash Johns
(@ashinspires)
https://lnns.co/dQ14jRKna-P
Lyla June, Healing our Indigenous European Ancestors
https://mythicmedicine.love/podcast-full-archive/lyla-june
Rachelle Garcia Seliga, Revillaging: Maternal, Cultural, and
Planetary Wellness are One
https://mythicmedicine.love/podcast-full-archive/rachellegarcia-seliga

Fearing the Black Body: The Racial Origins of Fat Phobia by
Sabrina Strings

Corrina Gould, Settler Responsibility and Reciprocity
https://forthewild.world/listen/corrina-gould-on-settlerresponsibility-and-reciprocity-208

My Tidda, My Sister: Stories of Strength and Resilience from
Australia’s First Women by Marlee Silva, illustrated by
Rachael Sarra

EXPLORE

On Sunday, she created God, Gerii Pleitez
Kara Sevda Press https://www.karasevdapress.com
A Trillion Tiny Awakenings, Candy Royalle
https://www.australianpoetryslam.com/store/a-trillion-tinyawakenings
The Spirit of Intimacy , Sobonfu Somé
all about love, bell hooks
Womb Wisdom: Awakening the Creative and Forgotten Powers of
the Feminine, Prakasha & Prakasha
The Mythic Imagination, Sharon Blackie
https://sharonblackie.net/the-mythic-imagination-2/

we are the mainstream

https://www.wearethemainstream.org

Dharug and Dharawal Resources
https://dharug.dalang.com.au/plugin_wiki/page/introduction
Biodiversity of Canterbury Bankstown https://
www.cbcity.nsw.gov.au/environment/biodiversity
Fariha Róisín / Studio Ānanda https://studioananda.space
Mudgin-Gal https://www.mycause.com.au/charity/35344/
MudgingalWomansGroup
WATCH
Montañas by yumna al-arashi https://vimeo.com/368004024

^

MOTHER MIND
Credo Mutwa a Zulu Sangoma (traditional healer) from
South Africa spoke about his peoples belief that all
humans come into the world having two minds: the mother
mind and the warrior mind. The warrior mind is all
things logical and linear whereas the mother mind is
non-binary thinking and holds all possibilities and all
directions. This workshop reflects on balance and
hengaging with our mother mind through materials and
making.

^
yarn
spools of thread
paper covered wire
fabric strips and offcuts
tangled threads
pom poms

^
wrapping
knotting
binding
bundling
assembling
disassembling
tying and untying
layering
building form

^

^
memory in the hands and fingers
guided by feeling
tactile comfort
permission to experiment
the process is the outcome

nos estamos re-inventando
we are reimagining ourselves

living archive
advanced technology
knowledge protector
mother and warrior
all the cosmos
above and below
stars and sea
earth and sky
guardian: mother’s eyes

learn
teach
evolve
expand
restructure

Mum, me and Tia Tere, Uruguay circa 1982

image of me wearing a necklace made by Tia Tere, now incorporated into an artwork showing in Kuña

